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Our modern system of capitalism is no longer fit for purpose. Faced with a growing series of economic, social and environmental challenges the time has come to reboot the way capitalism is conducted and to recalibrate the way we value resources, people and the services they provide.

One hundred and fifty years after 19th century thinkers coined the term capitalism, this free market system of private investment and ownership in the pursuit of economic growth has more than proven its worth. It has made nations great, turned fledging companies into corporate powerhouses and delivered social development and an unprecedented standard of living to millions of people all over the world.

Yet these achievements have come at a high cost for the planet we inhabit and at a rate that threatens the physical wellbeing of many more millions of its inhabitants. At the same time, despite facilitating the growth of a global middle class, capitalism has exacerbated the divide between very rich and very poor – a phenomenon that is only increasing. Today, industries and economies are being shaken up by technological change, the world’s population is consuming more natural resources and they are rushing to settle in cities at a faster rate than ever before.

Increasingly, as United Nations (UN) Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has described it, our economic mindset and models look like “a global suicide pact,” adding: “We mined our way to growth. We burned our way to prosperity. We believe in consumption without consequences.”

Traditional capitalism proved itself incredibly successful at delivering growth in an age of abundant land, natural resources and biodiversity. That age is over.

We need to shift the debate from traditional change approaches, which risk leaving problematic system dynamics untouched, to bold and innovative strategies.

Such strategies would significantly shift our capitalist model towards a more resilient, equitable and sustainable economic order.

In short, we need to create nothing less than a new, sustainable form of capitalism that accurately values opportunities and risks in a global economy that is being reshaped by a changing climate, finite natural resources, dwindling biodiversity and an increasingly urbanized and connected population.

---

What will be the driver of this bold, innovative form of capitalism? The answer lies with our financial system. Yes, the same financial system that is seen by many as the cause of inequality, unsustainable growth and a myopic focus on short-term profit while ignoring long-term stewardship of society and planet.

The financial system is a fundamental component of capitalism. By managing large pools of capital and assets, the industry has the ability to shift economies onto a more sustainable footing. Some financial institutions already are working to improve their transparency, simplify their products and increasingly engage with their stakeholders. When investing and advising on capital expenditure, some are starting to review their investment to ensure that environmental and social risks are managed properly. For example, Citigroup holds annual events for investors to discuss equity research and financing challenges related to climate change and water. JPMorgan Chase and BNY Mellon each hold meetings with investors on relevant sustainability issues including climate change, consumer lending and business ethics. Regulation and industry standards are slowly gaining pace to accelerate this change. Yet this is just a start.

As a global society, we need the financial system to reassess how it judges and rewards business success; it needs to revalue companies and entire industries based on a world of finite resources and it needs to replace its own much-maligned culture with a new value system based on transparency, integrity and trust. Here is how financial system change will deliver capitalism fit for this century and beyond.
Rebooting capitalism

In the early days of sustainability advocates liked to frame their thinking in terms of the “triple bottom line” of people, planet, profit. There was a sense that the pursuit of profit could be mitigated, offset even, if you proved a good steward of the planet and a good corporate citizen.

Today, forward-looking corporate leaders realize that environmental and social concerns can’t be separated from the economics of business – an uncertain, disruptive future means profits will depend on reducing environmental risk, identifying more sustainable ways of running operations and supply chains while developing stronger relationships and trust with society as a whole.

This shift in business strategy is easy to understand when you consider the challenges companies face in a capitalist framework that no longer fits the trajectory of a changing world. Symptoms of systemic breakdown are increasingly apparent and increasingly linked. To ensure that we are meeting current needs – but not at the expense of future generations – we must achieve a fine balance between economic, societal and environmental factors. In its current form, our existing capitalist model is not getting that balance right.

Consider how the economic landscape is changing. Global economic power is shifting to rapid-growth economies and it’s estimated that by 2030, such markets will comprise 63% of global GDP and amount to $223 trillion (a 38% rise from today). The world’s center of economic gravity is tipping towards the east and south. Growing economies and populations in China, India, Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and North Africa are driving socioeconomic trends including declining dependency levels, rising demographics and increasing income levels. Such markets will gain an additional 220 million middle class consumers by 2030 – seeking levels of affluence that cannot be sustained without major adjustments to our existing capitalist model.

The majority of that burgeoning middle class is headed to cities. The UN estimates that 54% of the world’s population currently lives in cities, and by 2050 this proportion will increase to 66%. Such rapid urbanization has significant implications for economic growth – spending power is shifting to urban areas and consumer spending on nonessential products will outpace growth in spending on essential items, putting added pressure on supply chains. At the same time infrastructure investment and government policy are struggling to keep pace with the challenges that cities pose, including poverty, a disaffected young population where unemployment is high and an aging population that expects and needs a standard of health care not catered to in the past.

---

The rise of urbanization will exacerbate the impact climate change has on global society. A 2013 study projected that flooding would cost the world’s 136 largest coastal cities US$52 billion per year by 2050. The cost of adapting to climate change for developing countries will be US$70 to US$100 billion per year through 2050.

The fast growing, increasingly urban population also puts more pressure on the world’s energy supplies (currently dominated by fossil fuels) and natural resource infrastructure – notably access to fresh water, which is likely to be the biggest concern in the short term. In drought-stricken California legislators are looking to cut water usage state-wide by 25% — adding massive costs to one of the world’s largest agricultural communities while also challenging the lifestyle expectations of a state that has grown rich from the technology and entertainment industries. Away from parched California, the struggle to access fresh water has been cited as a factor in sparking the Syrian civil war and in regional conflicts in Darfur.

These so-called resource wars will only continue as the century progresses and will pose serious challenges not just in terms of geopolitics but also to global trade and economic growth.
Traditional change approaches aren’t working

Integrating sustainability considerations within the current model of capitalism is a difficult and disruptive process. As a result, most traditional (or incremental) change approaches are failing to tackle the systemic nature of our challenges.

Take the transition to a lower-carbon economy – acknowledged by most business leaders outside of the oil, gas and coal industries as a key element of tackling climate change and creating a sustainable global economy. Leaders are using policy instruments such as carbon taxes, emissions trading programs, deforestation disincentives and factoring carbon costs into decision-making processes. However, the World Bank estimates that US$6 trillion will need to be invested globally in infrastructure, every year, up to 2030 to deliver a truly low-carbon economy. In this context those current policy instruments are mere tinkering.

Convincing leadership of the value of integrating sustainability remains a major task as shown in figure 1.13 There are exceptions as the sustainability leadership shown by consumer goods and technology companies like Unilever, SAB Miller, Kingfisher, Intel and Google (ones that often find themselves on the frontline of the sustainability debate) demonstrate. But all too often political leaders, investors and chief executive officers (CEOs) are taking incremental steps (often two forward and one backward) as they underestimate the interlinked nature and scale of the relevant risks to business. This is often connected with challenges such as the difficulty in demonstrating the value of integrating sustainability – especially where there are financial constraints and where profit is prioritized over social and environmental concerns.

Figure 1: Barriers to integrating sustainability, 2013 (% of total mentions) based on the 2013 BSR-Globescan State of Sustainable Business Survey.14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>% of Total Mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convincing leadership of its value/changing management mentality</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business is the first priority/no correlation to business goals strategies</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to demonstrate the value/lack of KPIs to measure success</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial barriers/cost factors/budget limitations</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return of investment/profits speaks louder than sustainability</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More focus is given to short-term revenue pressures/targets</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness/education on the benefit of the bottom line</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competing priorities</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource constraints</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are some examples of innovative solutions that seek to address the systemic nature of such challenges. The work of the Banking Environment Initiative (BEI) and Consumer Goods Forum (CGF)’s “Soft Commodities” Compact is a unique, client-led initiative that aims to mobilize the banking industry as a whole to help transform soft commodity supply chains and help clients achieve zero net deforestation by 2020. Most, however, are experimental and isolated from mainstream methods. Emerging initiatives often stall because they fail to provide short-term returns in the form of jobs, revenues and taxes. They are also subject to fierce competition by incumbent multinationals and their business models.

This is exacerbated by typically weak and unreliable government support for innovation in the financial system – unless there is clear competitive and political gain to be sought.

To drive change at the pace and scale needed requires disruption to the fundamental application of capitalism. The problem is that we are seeing a deep-rooted shift in the nature and complexity of the challenges we face. The World Economic Forum has developed an important tool, the “Global Risks Interconnection Map,” to understand the interrelated nature of these challenges (see figure 2).

![Figure 2: The Global Risks Interconnections Map 2014, World Economic Forum](image-url)
By understanding global risks and the capitalist system within which we operate, it’s evident that we need to take a more transformational outlook. Worthy approaches such as corporate responsibility, socially responsible investing and sustainability reporting are simply providing a short-term and makeshift fix to a capitalist model that is not adapting quickly enough to the global challenges we face. There are many projects designed to boost efficiency, effectiveness and return on investment, yet the system change imperative is largely ignored.

What do we mean by systems change? In the context of capitalism, it involves moving beyond the narrow lens of financial value to incorporate the wider influences of environmental and social impact in our understanding. Peter Senge, systems scientist at MIT Sloan School of Management, defined systems thinking as the capstone for true organizational learning16 – the ability to affect change by leveraging the linkages and interactions between the elements that compose the entirety of the system.

If we assume that system change is inevitable, our challenge becomes shifting the pace of change to enable bold and innovative strategies that seek to pioneer a more sustainable capitalist model.

That’s why the financial services sector must take the lead.

04 A question of value and values

The financial services sector sits at the core of modern economies. It is critical to ensuring that businesses function and people maintain their livelihoods.

Capital markets play an important role in economic development – in simple terms, they facilitate the reallocation of capital across the economic value chain. Properly functioning markets should ensure that valuable projects (businesses) will be financed and facilitated, while negative value projects will be rejected. This assumes that financial institutions are incorporating all relevant factors into their investment, lending and insurance decision-making.

We know at present that they are not. The financial system, and capitalism by extension, is governed by a blinkered focus on short-term financial return and a failure to understand the bigger picture of where economic value lies in the 21st century economy.

One business leader who has railed against this short-termism is Unilever CEO Paul Polman. He articulated his views in a McKinsey article, writing:

“We have aligned management incentives for the long term and invested heavily in R&D to build our pipeline of innovations. In addition, we have moved away from quarterly profit reporting; since we don’t operate on a 90-day cycle for advertising, marketing, or investment, why do so for reporting? ... the share price may have fallen on the day we announced an end to guidance but is now 35 percent higher.”

Polman’s vision of long-term capitalism is what the financial system needs to embrace and move away from the pursuit of short-term profits to long-term value. And how this concept of long-term value applies to two connected, but very different, areas of the economy — divestment/diversification from fossil fuels and accounting for natural capital — will have major implications.

If we are to have even a 50% chance of limiting the rise of global temperatures by two degrees Celsius we can burn just a third of current fossil fuel reserves between now and 2050, according to the IEA’s 2012 World Energy Outlook. Within parts of the financial system, the prospect that global oil and mining companies will be forced to abandon their “stranded assets” is very real indeed. In 2013, HSBC analysts warned that oil and gas majors could lose up to 60% of their market value if current global carbon reduction targets came into effect. And in both the US and the UK there is a growing movement calling on institutional investors to divest from fossil fuel companies – driven in part by ideological motivations admittedly but also by a concern that oil, gas and coal are a bad long-term bet.

While the financial system starts to question the long term value of fossil fuels, it is also starting to get excited about “natural capital” – the concept of placing economic value on natural resources and biodiversity – and how that new economic weighting radically changes the business calculations of what products and investments actually are profitable.

---


---
Global human activity resulted in an estimated US$6.6 trillion environmental costs (11% of global GDP) in 2008 according to the UN Principles of Responsible Investment. In 2008, the world’s 3,000 largest publicly listed companies were responsible for US$2.15 trillion cost of environmental damage. And over 50% of company earnings could be at risk from environmental costs in an equity portfolio weighted according to the MSCI All Country World Index.

These are the figures that convince environmentalists that business will soon value natural resources. But unless these costs are a line item on a company’s balance sheet most investors and analysts won’t understand their importance (for example, it’s notable that environmental risks are missing from Basel III banking reform).

Even then, looking at natural capital only in terms of the cost of environmental damage misses the greater point of what they are worth in a world where natural resources and biodiversity are becoming increasingly important for business sustainability and profitability.

Take HSBC, which was the first private bank to adopt the decision-making framework of the World Commission on Dams to reduce the risk that water scarcity poses to its business.

Some sustainability leaders have serious concerns about putting a market price on natural resources. However, as companies take government regulation, costs of sourcing and availability of natural resources into their future planning, natural capital is going to become an important consideration for executives and investors. Acting now to minimize natural capital impacts is likely to cost companies far less than if they are forced to take action later on.

Assigning the correct long-term economic value to fossil fuels and natural capital will have enormous implications for both the financial system and capitalism as a whole. Indeed, if the financial services sector can show bold leadership in this re-evaluation of the value of natural resources, then it will have taken a major step to becoming sustainable and “fit for purpose.”

But if the financial system is going to lead this transformation to an economy based on long-term value rather than short-term profit, then it first has to put its own house in order and address its own business values.

The short-term myopia of the financial services sector has done far more damage than skew the sensibilities of CEOs – it has created a working culture that is costing financial services companies billions each year in fines and penalties.

---

The excesses and scandals of the past decade are both shocking and also predictable in a culture where the pursuit of short-term profit trumps all other considerations. The subprime mortgage debacle that brought Lehmann Brothers to their knees, the widespread mis-selling of payment protection insurance (PPI) by UK retail banks, the manipulation of LIBOR rates or the facilitation of tax evasion and money laundering by some financial institutions are just the most egregious examples of this “get rich quick” culture.

As Paul Abberley, CEO of Aviva Investors, put it in 2011: “If you are investing in a company with a long-term time horizon, it very much matters to know about sustainability issues, but if you are taking a time horizon of an average holding of six weeks, you might take the view that there may be a time bomb ticking but it is unlikely to go off in my holding period.”

Some financial services companies have begun to demonstrate their commitment to sustainability by expanding investments in clean technology, adopting policies to address environmental and social risks, and engaging in more proactive and robust stakeholder engagement and disclosure. Yet much of this progress is limited and led by a minority — and while public commitments to sustainability are welcome, the scale of commitments is still relatively small.²⁴ Change has been further prohibited by challenging capital constraints and the need to generate sustainable profits, coupled with the elevating cost of compliance as new regulation continues to emerge.²⁵ The sector has a long way to go.

Ultimately, changing corporate culture in the financial services sector might seem a tall order but, when the business potential and rewards of realizing long-term value become more compelling than the foolhardy pursuit of short-term profit, it becomes clear there’s no better sector to embrace the opportunity and make gains.

We require innovators, entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs, investors and policy-makers to work together to build a new system for “sustainable capitalism” that is fit for purpose (i.e., for a world that will be populated by nine billion people in 2050).\textsuperscript{26} Progress will only be achieved through initiatives that dare to address key leverage points, set ambitious targets and drive them through to change the face of capitalism. The ultimate actors in pioneering this change will be the global C-suite, those leaders with incumbent power and influence to implement transformational strategies that positively influence the status quo.

But to make this business philosophy mainstream, the sector needs its own leaders to articulate what many already know – the current obsession with short-term performance and rewards isn’t sustainable.

The seeds of change are already apparent. Just look at how the global insurance industry has reacted to finding itself on the sharp end of climate change. In 2012, some 30 leading insurance companies joined a UN-backed process to promote a set of Principles for Sustainable Insurance. Together they were worth over US$5 trillion in assets and represented over 10% of world premium volume.\textsuperscript{27}

Transformation is also taking place within middle-management as a generation of Millennial executives – armed with ideas and values attuned to assessing the opportunities of long-term capitalism – move up the ranks.\textsuperscript{28}

It’s clear that the talent exists within the financial system to shape a capitalism that is fit for our future. To make that happen those leaders will need to collaborate and implement comprehensive system change. Here are the six key principles they will need to embrace.

---


Bold and innovative strategies are needed

Responsible finance and leadership start at home. To help shape this new sustainable capitalism, the financial system must embrace a corporate culture that rewards responsible behavior and performance. That will involve agreeing and adhering to international treaties on issues like tax evasion and money laundering. Financial institutions in developed markets must assert their leadership through syndications or arrangements with markets that have yet to join the sustainable finance movement. This will be increasingly important over time as developing countries that have no experience yet in sustainable finance become increasingly major players. Most critically, this shift will be dependent on institutionalized formal oversight of environmental and social issues. It will necessitate educating employees that along with the power that comes with shaping a global financial system also comes responsibility both to society and the planet.

Reframe government regulation and policy, where it’s not “fit for purpose”

Too often financial system regulations and policies are reactions to short-term behavior rather than forward-looking frameworks for sustainable development. A capitalist and financial system based on realizing long-term value will need regulations and policies that correct externalities, such as climate change and social inequalities, via a suitable market mechanism (e.g., through taxes or subsidies).

These policies also will need to restrict the power and influence of “too big to fail” financial institutions and multinationals – in a world where 51 of the top 100 economies are corporations.²⁹

Ensure long-term incentives are in place and embedded in corporate values

The financial system trained and incentivized a generation of smart traders, managers and investors to think in terms of short-term gain and the advances made through technology and digital connectivity have supercharged this mentality at the expense of what is sustainable for the long term. Now is the time to rethink growth in sustainable terms. Some companies are starting to reward their employees for building trust, adopting long-term decision-making and meeting sustainability targets as part of their approach to Profit and Loss (P&L). Incentivizing sustainable investing will be crucial to change short-term thinking in the financial services culture.

Champion innovation in investment products and services

Moving beyond a culture of short-term profit will be viewed as nothing but empty rhetoric unless the financial services sector can create products that make sustainable investing and management attractive. Luckily, financial institutions have had no trouble attracting some of the brightest talent – it was these minds that created so many of the complicated derivative vehicles that drove profits pre and post the 2008 financial crash. So the question isn’t whether innovation can be used to create sustainable financial products, but how creative can the financial services sector be in turning sustainability ideas into sustainable business. That will involve new vehicles for green investing, natural capital management and improving pension fund management to secure the futures of retirees and protect people from excessive speculation and gaming the system. It will also mean exploring new avenues for alternative and inclusive finance – making crowdfunding and peer-to-peer lending acceptable and responsible.

Integrate environmental and social materiality alongside economic performance

The financial services sector needs a more rounded and integrated understanding of what factors will make companies successful in the new capitalist age. This will entail understanding the value of natural capital in a world where natural resources become more precious. It will also include nurturing talent in an era of global mobility, and being responsible corporate citizens in a connected society where reputations and share price can be harmed in an instant. The companies people trust are the ones that will distinguish between market value and fundamental value – accounting for things such as job creation, poverty alleviation, education, health care, agriculture, public transport, infrastructure, water, low-carbon energy, affordable housing, low-carbon mobility, food and waste.

Improve reporting transparency and forward-looking risk assessment

To gain trust the financial services sector has to embrace transparency both in the way it reports its own actions, and in the way it assesses future investments and operations. In addition to evolving data disclosure and reporting, sustainability risks must be disclosed in financial filings and the industry must embrace third-party nonfinancial auditing while making integrated reporting mandatory (similarly to the practice adopted in South Africa). Voluntary principles and standards, such as the Equator Principles and UN Principles for Responsible Investment, are meaningless unless the C-suite of financial institutions hold themselves to account for their commitments and performance against sustainability goals.

---


Conclusion

We've seen instances in our history where change is not linear or predictable — revolutions occur and unintended consequences ensue. This is largely fuelled by a state of denial (there is no problem, there may be a problem, but we are not to blame, it’s not our role to fix this), followed by compliance (the regulators have told us to act, our competitors are doing this so we should look to keep pace), to the point where a few brave innovators will look to lead change (to be the change they seek to see in the world). The emerging focus on systemic issues within our financial system, and ultimately our current capitalist model, means that the change agenda must be transformational and led by the global C-suite.

The recent economic downturn has reinforced a natural inclination to incremental change in the form of corporate responsibility, social innovation and sustainability reporting. It’s not about a roadmap for change, or iterative steps along a journey — bold and innovative action must be taken to ensure our future and the future of generations to come. We need to take the best of what is being developed by incubators and enable big companies to work with entrepreneurs, sector specialists and other business leaders to activate timely and tangible innovation. This could take the form of new products and services, business models and incentives — or bold steps to address the leverage points highlighted in the previous section. Paradoxically, our best hope for transformational change at scale lies in the C-suite of incumbent businesses.
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